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Key Points
• East Asian states do not perceive Arctic issues through an “Arctic” lens; rather,
they are deemed “maritime” or “polar” issues. This preference reflects a global,
rather than a regional, perspective on the Arctic. East Asian Arctic interests can
thus be pursued in a range of international fora; they do not need Arctic Council
membership to pursue their Arctic interests.
• The Arctic Council’s member states should welcome East Asian states as observers
to enmesh them into “Arctic” ways of thinking; otherwise, these states may pursue
their Arctic interests via other means, which would undermine the Arctic Council’s
place as the primary authority on Arctic issues.
• The most important element of this integration will be to foster dialogue between
East Asian states and the Arctic Council’s six permanent participants (PPs) that
represent northern indigenous peoples.
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The significant changes taking place in the Arctic are attracting worldwide
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attention, often to the discomfort of Arctic states and peoples. This is no better
demonstrated than by the East Asian states’ growing interest in Arctic issues. All
three major East Asian states — China, Japan and South Korea — bid for Arctic
Council membership in 2009 and all have active polar research programs. This
interest has met with concern in several quarters, not least because of China’s
perceived belligerence in its own claimed maritime areas and because of the
widely held misperception that it claims some portion of the Arctic Ocean.
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About the Project
This publication emerges from a project called the
Internationalization of the Arctic Council: Regional
Governance under a Global Microscope, supported by a
2011-2012 CIGI Collaborative Research Award held by P.
Whitney Lackenbauer and James Manicom. The project
critically examines the attitudes of Arctic Council member
states and permanent participants to the extension of
permanent observer status to non-Arctic states and
organizations. It identifies potential fault lines and
synergies that will inform policy making and suggests
ways forward for Arctic Council stakeholders. Supported
by the award, James Manicom conducted fieldwork in
Korea and China in late 2011.

The Centre for International
Governance Innovation
There is a growing global interest in Arctic issues from
countries as diverse as France and India, which have
led to the accusation that the Arctic Council does not
sufficiently represent global opinion on the Arctic. Some
critics have expressed considerable alarm about East
Asian states’ Arctic ambitions, owing to their postures
toward navigation and shipping in Arctic waters (Byers,
2011; Wright, 2011). Responding to pressure from these
and other states, in 2011 the Arctic Council established
criteria to accept new observer states. The Council will
decide on these applications at its ministerial conference
in Kiruna, Sweden, in May. It remains to be seen whether
East Asian states will be among those admitted.

East Asian States and the
Arctic Council
The Arctic Council is a unique regional governance
institution wrestling with growing international
attention to its activities. It consists of eight member
states that each hold voting rights and six non-voting
PPs that represent the region’s indigenous peoples who
help to shape the Council’s agenda and bring expertise
to its work. Additionally, observer states and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) attend ministerial,
senior arctic official and working group meetings,
and contribute to the Council’s activities. To date,
Copyright © 2013 by The Centre for International
Governance Innovation.

these activities have focussed mainly on the sharing
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problems.

of scientific data and the mitigation of environmental

Although widely considered the primary multilateral
forum for addressing regional governance questions that
Arctic states and inhabitants confront, the Arctic Council
has not yet formulated a coherent plan to incorporate the
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emerging interests of non-Arctic states and organizations.
In light of the much-publicized impacts of climate change
on the Arctic environment, as well as rising interest in
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emerging maritime transit routes and access to natural

Furthermore, all three countries have expressed

resources, China, Japan, India, Singapore, Italy and the

potential interest in Arctic resource exploitation.

European Union have expressed interest in joining the
Council as observers (see “List of Current Observers”).
Many of these parties have been applying for ad hoc
observer status on a biannual basis for several years.
Pursuant to the criteria for observership approved in
Nuuk in 2011, all three East Asian states aspiring to
observer status have submitted revised applications

LIST OF CURRENT OBSERVERS
Non-Arctic States
•

France

•

Poland

•

Germany

•

Spain

•

The Netherlands

•

United Kingdom

Inter-governmental and Inter-parliamentary Organizations
•

International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies

•

Standing Committee of the
Parliamentarians of the Arctic
Region

•

International Union for the
Conservation of Nature

•

United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe

•

Nordic Council of Ministers

•

•

Nordic Environment Finance
Corporation

United Nations Development
Programme

•

United Nations Environment
Programme

consistent with these aims (see “Criteria for Admitting
Observers,” page 5).
By virtue of their geographic location and exportoriented economic models, China, Japan and South
Korea view Arctic issues similarly. All three states justify
their Arctic interests in global terms: in their view, the
climatic events in Arctic affect the global climate and
in turn, Arctic climactic events affect weather patterns
in East Asian countries. All three states have advanced
polar research programs that include world-class

•

North Atlantic Marine
Mammal Commission

NGOs
•

Advisory Committee on
Protection of the Seas

•

International Union for
Circumpolar Health

•

Arctic Circumpolar Gateway

•

•

Association of World
Reindeer Herders

International Work Group for
Indigenous Affairs

•

Northern Forum

•

University of the Arctic

•

World Wide Fund for Nature
— Global Arctic Program

•

Circumpolar Conservation
Union

that could be brought by year-round shipping through

•

the Northern Sea Route (NSR) and the effects this would

International Arctic Science
Committee

•

International Arctic Social
Sciences Association

icebreaker capabilities. All are aware of the global shifts

have on local waters and regional logistics patterns.
The NSR would shorten the journey between Rotterdam

Seventeen countries and organizations are currently applying for observer
status. The following applicants will be considered at the 2013 Ministerial
Meeting:

and Yokohama by 40 percent. Although Arctic shipping

•

People’s Republic of China

does not appeal to just-in-time merchant shipping, it is

•

Italian Republic

useful to bulk carriers that transport commodities. The

•

State of Japan

•

Republic of Korea

•

Republic of Singapore

choke points, including the Strait of Hormuz. Finally, all

•

Republic of India

three countries perceive energy consumption through

•

European Union

a security lens and have proven that they are prepared

•

Oceana

NSR also bypasses several of the world’s more volatile

to pay a premium for secure energy supplies. Japan
and South Korea are the world’s leading consumers
of liquefied natural gas, and almost all of their oil
consumption passes through the Strait of Malacca and
the Gulf of Aden, which are not immune to piracy.

•

Association of Oil and Gas
Producers

•

OSPAR Commission

•

Greenpeace

•

International Hydrographic
Organisation

•

World Meteorological
Organization

•

Association of Polar Early
Career Scientists

The following applicants will be considered at the 2015 Ministerial
Meeting:
•

International Chamber of Shipping

•

Norwegian Scientific Academy for Polar Research

•

Mongolia

Source: Arctic Council, 2013.
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The Costs of Exclusion
East Asian states perceive Arctic issues through a global
lens. This presents a significant challenge to the Arctic
Council, which was established on a “soft law” basis as
a high-level forum for dialogue to monitor and address
regional environmental problems. Some Arctic problems,
like maritime boundary delimitation, naturally involve
only the five coastal states and are beyond the purview
of the Arctic Council. Nevertheless, there is a widely
held perception that issues such as search and rescue
and oil spill prevention touch on the region as a whole,
and have led to the first two binding agreements
among Arctic states negotiated under the auspices of
the Council. The role played by the six PPs is unique
in world politics due to the tremendous normative
influence they wield over the Arctic agenda. There is
thus an enduring sentiment in the Arctic Council that

role in the decision-making process” (Cheng, 2011). Like
China, some Koreans are inherently suspicious of the
Arctic Council’s efforts to establish a regime for Arctic
shipping that does not include user states. In this view,
“countries whose interest would be affected by this
development have a good reason to be vigilant and try
to have their views reflected in the new regime” (Lee,
2011). Japanese scholars have also expressed concerns
that the application of international maritime law in the
Arctic, specifically Article 234 of the UN Convention on
the Law of the Sea, which allows coastal states wider
environmental jurisdiction over ice-covered waters,
is being exploited to raise rent from shipping in Arctic
waters (United Nations, 1982; Ocean Policy Research
Foundation [OPRF], 2012b). By excluding non-Arctic
states, the Arctic Council may perpetuate the perception
that Arctic governance is biased against user states.

non-Arctic perspectives are potentially disruptive.

As maritime states, East Asian states harbour suspicions

Arctic state representatives, for example, generally

about the Arctic Council monopolizing regional

view the EU ban on the seal fur trade as an affront to

governance. All East Asian states are aware that the

the traditional livelihood of Arctic indigenous peoples,

Council is neither the only nor the most important pillar

some of whom sit on the Arctic Council as PPs.

of Arctic governance. East Asian scholars are quick to

This wariness about extending observer status to nonArctic interests reinforces East Asian states’ suspicions
that they are purposefully being excluded from Arctic
governance. In the earliest official Chinese statement
on the Arctic, Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs
Hu Zhengyue stated that “Arctic countries should
protect the balance between the interests of states with
shorelines in the Arctic Ocean and the shared interests
of the international community” (cited in Campbell,
2012: 3). Some Chinese scholars criticized the Nuuk
criteria for raising the political threshold for non-Arctic
states to join, at a time when “it is unimaginable that
non-Arctic states will remain users of Arctic shipping
lanes and consumers of Arctic energy without playing a
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point out that other global and regional organizations
have competencies not covered by the Arctic Council’s
mandate (or which closely support its work),
including the International Maritime Organization,
the International Arctic Science Committee, the
International Association of Classification Societies, the
Conference of Parliamentarians of the Arctic Region,
the Barents Euro-Arctic Council, the United Nations
Environment Programme and others (Takei, 2011).
According to some Chinese scholars, this diversity
of institutions suggests that “a political valid and
legally binding Arctic governance system has yet to be
established” (Cheng, 2011). Indeed, the OPRF advocates
that Japan contribute to international governance in the
Arctic through the entirety of relevant international
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Criteria for Admitting Observers
As set out in the Declaration on the Establishment of the Arctic Council and governed by the Arctic Council Rules of Procedure, observer status in the Arctic
Council is open to non-Arctic States; inter-governmental and inter-parliamentary organizations, global and regional; and non-governmental organizations
that the Council determines can contribute to its work.
In the determination by the Council of the general suitability of an applicant for observer status the Council will, inter alia, take into account the extent to
which observers:
•

Accept and support the objectives of the Arctic Council defined in the Ottawa declaration.

•

Recognize Arctic States’ sovereignty, sovereign rights and jurisdiction in the Arctic.

•

Recognize that an extensive legal framework applies to the Arctic Ocean, including, notably, the Law of the Sea, and that this framework provides a
solid foundation for responsible management of this ocean.

•

Respect the values, interests, culture and traditions of Arctic indigenous peoples and other Arctic inhabitants.

•

Have demonstrated a political willingness as well as financial ability to contribute to the work of the [PPs] and other Arctic indigenous peoples.

•

Have demonstrated their Arctic interests and expertise relevant to the work of the Arctic Council.

•

Have demonstrated a concrete interest and ability to support the work of the Arctic Council, including through partnerships with member states and
[PPs] bringing Arctic concerns to global decision making bodies. (Arctic Council, 2013)

bodies because “the importance of the appropriate

Council is limited — they may not make statements

management of the Arctic Ocean is not only the concern

or speak at meetings unless invited to do so by a chair

of coastal states, but that of the whole world” (OPRF,

with member state consent — these three Arctic states

2012a). Accordingly, the OPRF favours leveraging all

bring considerable financial, scientific and legitimating

relevant international institutions to foster a coherent

capacity to the Council’s working groups. Scientists

governance arrangement in the Arctic (OPRF, 2012b).

from these countries are already eager participants in

Combined, these two challenges indicate that East Asian

these groups, and integrating these countries into the

states will lobby hard to represent user state interests

Sustainable Development Working Group is one way

on issues such as environmental regulations, shipping

to forge more constructive ties with the PPs and allow

protocols and flag state responsibilities, whether inside

indigenous representatives to educate non-Arctic states

the Arctic Council or not.

on their perspectives and concerns.

Policy Recommendations
While the bids of East Asian states challenge traditional
conceptions of the role of the Arctic Council, there is little
doubt that the Arctic is constantly evolving. By adopting
the Nuuk criteria, the Arctic Council has indicated its

The admission of new observer states raises the question
of how to build trust between the new observers and
the PPs, as East Asian states have only paid lip service
to the role of the PPs as stewards of the Arctic region
and a great deal of suspicion may endure on both sides.
Interviews with policy makers suggest that East Asian

willingness to evolve as well.

policy makers are not familiar with the phenomenon

To alleviate East Asian concerns of exclusion, the Council

comprehend the legal relationship between some

member states’ best course of action is to admit the

indigenous groups and their government, such as land

East Asian states as observers under the Nuuk criteria.

claim and self-government agreements. Although Japan

Although the formal role of observer in the Arctic

has cited its own experiences with domestic indigenous

of indigenous internationalism and may not even
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groups (including the Ainu) to build trust, China does

extent to which Arctic and East Asian interests conflict,

not define its indigenous groups according to the

as they relate to state-based dimensions of Arctic issues,

criteria set out in the UN Declaration on the Rights of

is overblown in most popular media and scholarly

Indigenous Peoples. It may prove reluctant to endorse

accounts. Nevertheless, Arctic states must remain

the notion of indigenous autonomy in international

cognizant of areas of possible discord, particularly in the

affairs, which the role of the PPs in the Arctic Council

areas of high seas fisheries management and shipping

effectively embodies. In light of capacity constraints on

regulations.

the part of the PPs, Arctic Council member states should
shoulder the burden of enhancing ties between PPs
living in their states and new Arctic observer states.

Although it is beyond the scope of this brief to locate these
countries’ Arctic interests in their wider foreign policy
interests, it warrants mention that the Arctic does not

Finally, Arctic states will need to be cognizant of areas

factor highly on their agendas relative to other national

where long-time behavioural benchmarks by East

and regional priorities — including bilateral relations

Asian states conflict with Arctic priorities. All three

with some Arctic states. Nevertheless, conversations

states have dubious records as responsible managers

with policy makers from East Asian countries reveal

of global fish stocks, yet the size and scope of their

that, regardless of the feasibility of Arctic shipping

industries make East Asian states key players in the

or resource exploitation, efforts to construct an Arctic

construction of any regional fisheries management

regime that excludes user state perspectives will be

organization in Arctic waters, as they will be among

perceived as illegitimate. Accordingly, inclusivity will

the

East Asian

help to maintain the Arctic Council’s position as a

countries, China in particular, have demonstrated

primary forum for regional governance — an explicit

that their national economic goals come ahead of its

interest of each of the Arctic states in their respective

environmental commitments: not only domestically,

northern strategies.

governed.

Furthermore,

some

but in polar regions, as well (Brady, 2012). Finally, all
will remain ardent supporters of access to Arctic waters
for shipping. These policies reflect their global outlook
and they are unlikely to sacrifice them for inclusion in
the Arctic Council. As indicated above, East Asian states
do not inherently need Council membership to pursue
their Arctic interests.

Conclusion
Arctic Council states’ interests are best served by
admitting East Asian states to the Arctic Council as
observers and by developing a way to fully engage
them in Arctic governance. The alienation of these states
will have adverse effects on Arctic governance. The
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Debate
CIGI produces policy-oriented publications — commentaries, papers,
special reports, conference reports, policy briefs and books — written
by CIGI’s experts, experienced practitioners and researchers.
Through its publications program, CIGI informs decision makers,
fosters dialogue and debate on policy-relevant ideas and strengthens
multilateral responses to the most pressing international governance
issues.

Policy Briefs
Policy Brief
no. 25 FebRuaRy 2013

Canada’s RetuRn to east
asia: Re-engagement
thRough maRitime
diplomaCy1
James manicom
Key points
• To rebuild its reputation in the region, Canada should support its East Asian reengagement efforts through maritime defence and cooperation endeavours, which
would improve the region’s strategic stability and foster economic growth.
• Canada should strengthen maritime exchanges in East Asia, including joint
exercises with Chinese and other regional navies, and partner with East Asian
states to build coast guard capacity through tabletop exercises, personnel
exchanges and training exercises.
• Drawing on its own diplomatic experiences, Canada should foster dialogue in the
East Asian region on cooperative living and non-living resource management in
disputed waters.

intRoduCtion

Canada’s Return to East Asia:
Re-engagement through Maritime
Diplomacy
CIGI Policy Brief No. 25 (February 2013)
James Manicom

After a decade of neglect, the Canadian government is prepared to re-engage
East Asia, particularly China. Adding a maritime component to Canada’s reengagement efforts would help mitigate threats to the strategic stability that
James maniCom

makes economic growth possible and build Canada’s prestige in the region.
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Recognizing that re-engagement must go beyond bilateral economic issues,
Canadian policy makers are seeking to deepen Canada’s regional diplomacy.
Canada has signalled its support for regional institutions by acceding to the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)’s Treaty of Amity and
Cooperation in Southeast Asia (TAC) (Job, 2010). In an effort to reverse early
missteps in Canada’s relationship with China, Canadian Minister of Foreign
1 This policy brief draws on research conducted by the author for “Canadian Debates about China’s Rise:
Whither the China Threat?” Canadian Foreign Policy Journal, 3, no. 3 (September 2012): 287–300.
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Canada-US arCtiC Marine
CorridorS and reSoUrCe
developMent1
John higginbotham, andrea Charron and
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Key pointS
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• The Arctic region stands at the cusp of tremendous economic development. Efficient,
secure, environmentally sensitive marine transportation systems and smart public
infrastructure could facilitate offshore and onshore energy, mineral, ecotourism and local
community development.
• Current Canadian and American government policies, regulations and investment in
support of Arctic maritime infrastructure and resource development are inadequate.
There is an urgent need for strengthened, comprehensive and innovative national
Arctic economic development policies, and Canada-US federal, regional and corporate
cooperation in the Arctic.
• Public leadership and private investment, through the development of smart and strategic
transportation infrastructure, is urgently needed in the North American Arctic to drive
development and facilitate economic activity.

introdUCtion
The shrinking Arctic ice cap is creating unprecedented geophysical change in the
circumpolar region, a trend that is very likely to continue. Together, this “great
melt” and the delineation of extended national economic zones afford increased
access to economic resources in the Arctic Ocean. Intense activities in commercial,

JaMeS ManiCoM
James Manicom is a research fellow at
The Centre for International Governance
Innovation (CIGI), contributing to the
development of the global security
program. Previously, he held fellowships
at the Ocean Policy Research Foundation
in Tokyo and the Balsillie School of
International Affairs. His current
research explores Arctic governance,
East Asian security and China’s role in
ocean governance.

investment, diplomatic, legal, scientific and academic sectors abound in the new
Arctic, but the region’s long-term significance is only gradually penetrating North
American public consciousness. Media reports such as the recent, virtually iceRoute, or the transit of the Northwest Passage by a large cruise ship, are only the
tip of the proverbial economic iceberg. In preparing for the commercialization
1 This policy brief is drawn in large part from discussions at the Arctic Marine Corridors and Resource
Development Round Table. The event was held in a House of Commons facility in Ottawa, June 2012.
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James G. BliGht and janet m. lanG
None of the nuclear-weapon states “has an employee, let alone an inter-agency group,
JameS g. blighT and
janeT m. lang

tasked full time with figuring out what would be required to verifiably decommission
all its nuclear weapons.”
— Jessica T. Matthews, Preface to Abolishing Nuclear Weapons: A Debate
Where black is the color, where none is the number.
— Bob Dylan, “A Hard Rain’s a-Gonna Fall”
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newest book, The Armageddon Letters:
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Littlefield.
For information about the project, see:

Key poinTS
•

The threat of nuclear war is more multi-dimensional than ever, requiring
sustained attention by the world’s leaders and citizens. Nuclear weapons
must be abolished. Zero is the right number of weapons in the world.

•

A robust, deep and sustained appreciation of the Cuban missile crisis
— a nuclear war that came within an eyelash of happening — is the
prerequisite for energizing movement toward nuclear abolition. Focusing
on the nearness to doomsday can provide an engine for paralyzed

In preparing for the commercialization
of the Arctic Ocean, Canada and
the United States face enormous
opportunities in protecting economic
and environmental interests; however,
a number of challenges impede the
fulfillment of this vision..

Zero: The Surprising and
Unambiguous Policy Relevance of the
Cuban Missile Crisis
CIGI-BSIA Policy Brief No. 2
(October 2012)
James G. Blight and janet M. Lang

Special Reports

Five Years aFter
the Fall

The Governance Legacies of the
Global Financial Crisis

Five Years After the Fall: The
Governance Legacies of the
Global Financial Crisis
John Helliwell and CIGI Experts
March 2013

SpeCiaL RepoRT

The effects of the global
financial crisis continue to be
felt across a spectrum of issues
five years later — the shortterm outlook for global growth;
the need for international
cooperation; the strengthening
of international financial regulation; financing sustainable
development; and leadership in a turbulent world. Written
by CIGI experts, the five papers that form the core of this
special report provide insight and recommendations for
building the governance arrangements required to deal
with these enduring legacies. The overview, penned by
John Helliwell, sets the broader context in which the papers
were presented and discussed at CIGI’s annual conference
in November 2012.

Forging a
new Strategic
PartnerShiP
between canada
and Mexico

Forging a New Strategic
Partnership between Canada
and Mexico
Andrés Rozental and Perrin Beatty
November 2012

The visit to Ottawa by Mexico’s
President-elect Enrique Peña
Nieto in November 2012
provided Canada with the
opportunity to elevate its
bilateral relationship with
Mexico to the level of a strategic
partnership. Bilateral trade and investment have increased
steadily since Canada signed the North American Free
Trade Agreement, but there remains enormous, untapped
potential, particularly in Mexico. This report offers
substantive recommendations that point to the benefit of
efforts that will intensify bilateral partnerships, not only in
their own right, but also in strengthening both countries’
ability to deal more effectively with the United States in
pursuing matters of mutual concern.
Special RepoRt

mechanisms of global governance that are already, at least on paper,
committed to zero nuclear weapons.
•

The existing global governance mechanisms for reducing nuclear threats
are more than adequate to reach zero nuclear weapons if empowered to
do so by the international community. These include the Non-Proliferation

• armageddonletters.com

Treaty, the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Comprehensive

• facebook.com/armageddonletters

Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty.

• twitter.com/armageddontweet

Canada-US Arctic Marine Corridors
and Resource Development
CIGI Policy Brief No. 24
(November 2012)
John Higginbotham, Andrea Charron and
James Manicom

free trans-polar transit of a Chinese icebreaker through the Russian Northern Sea
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and unambiguouS
policy relevance of The
cuban miSSile criSiS
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Through maritime defence and
cooperation endeavours, Canada’s
re-engagement efforts in Asia could
improve the region’s strategic stability
and foster economic growth.
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Drawing on a quarter century of
research on the Cuban missile crisis,
this policy brief offers takeaways and
recommendations for moving towards
zero nuclear weapons.
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While the concerted policy actions of
the G20 countries in the autumn of 2008
prevented another Great Depression,
for most advanced economies,
the subsequent recovery has been
disappointing. This paper takes stock
of where we are, what we have learned
and what we need to do going forward.
Successfully addressing both short- and
medium-term policy challenges will
take global economic leadership to
secure the cooperation that is needed
to strike a judicious balancing of
adjustment burdens.
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The effects of the global financial crisis
are still being felt across a spectrum
of issues five years after its outbreak,
and were the focus of CIGI’s annual
conference. This report summarizes
the international policy discussions
and recommendations made to build
the global governance arrangements
required to counter the lingering effects
of the crisis.
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The failure of many
observers to recognize the varied
scale of the G20’s efforts has made it
harder for the G20 to gain credit for
the valuable role it can play. This paper
offers five recommendations for the
G20 to present a clearer understanding
of how it functions and what it has to
offer.
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The current global financial crisis
resulted from the failure of major
economies and global institutions
to address emerging fault lines in
global financial markets and global
institutions. No single country has the
ability or resources to fix things on its
own — a near-unprecedented degree of
collective action is required.
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The second meeting of the Constructive
Powers Initiative took place in Mexico
City in September 2012. The workshop,
Global Governance and the Challenge
of Transnational Organized Crime:
The Role of the Constructive Powers,
addressed questions surrounding
transnational organized crime and
policy responses to it.
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On April 10-11, 2012,
CIGI and the Korea Development
Institute co-hosted a conference
at the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
headquarters in Paris, France to discuss
the options for indicators to underpin
potential post-2015 development goals.
This report seeks to inform the future
process of selecting the post-2015
successors, providing a compendium of
the best options for each goal.
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projects or the work of CIGI fellows and
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Canada Among Nations,
2011-2012
Edited by Alex Bugailiskis
and Andrés Rozental
In this book, published
by McGill-Queen’s
University Press, a leading group of
Canadian, Mexican and American
academics, policy makers, politicians,
journalists, and energy and climate
change experts offer substantive
recommendations for Ottawa and
Mexico City to realize the full potential
of their strategic relationship.
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